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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following AWS services can be used to serve large
amounts of online video content with the lowest possible
latency? (Select TWO.)
A. appGateway
B. Amazon S3
C. Amazon Elastic File System (EFS)
D. Amazom CloudFront
E. Amazon Glacier
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
Explanation
https://aws.amazon.com/pt/blogs/networking-and-content-delivery
/amazon-s3-amazon-cloudfront-a-match-made

NEW QUESTION: 2

A hacker was able to sniff packets on a company's wireless
network. The following information was discovered:
The Key
10110010 01001011
The Cyphertext 01100101 01011010
Using the Exlcusive OR, what was the original message?
A. 00001101 10100100
B. 00101000 11101110
C. 11110010 01011011
D. 11010111 00010001
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
The dissimilarities are absolutely striking; even though she is
______, she has few friends, and even
though she is a ______ stylist, few customers ask for her when
booking.
A. nice. . .radical
B. magnificent. . .futuristic
C. amiable. . .consummate
D. professional. . .haphazard
E. cute. . .fair
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
We're clearly looking for two qualifiers here: one regarding
her ability to make friends as an offset to having
few of them; two regarding her profession as a stylist and an
offset to her having few requesting
customers. Remembering the clue phrase "even though" is telling
us that the word we're looking for is
again, an offset to the conditions that follow that phrase. In
the first blank, all choices are possible,
although Choice B, "amiable", means easy to get along with, a
really good match to the friendship issue.
The second blank is the easier to eliminate bad choices and
since "consummate" means complete or
perfect, it is a good fit to her professional qualifications
notwithstanding her lack of requesting customers.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D
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